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Across
1. having a mind that is not working normally
4. the U.S. war between the Northern and
Southern states that lasted from 1861 to 1865
7. mistaken thoughts or ideas misery
(MIH-zuh-ree) great unhappiness

8. an area of land where dead bodies are buried
9. a small hole through which a person secretly
looks at something
11. failed to take care of something or someone
12. mentally ill
13. harmful treatment
14. supernatural creatures, such as ghosts
16. a term that is used to describe mentally ill
people in a negative way
18. a bony hole in the skull that surrounds and
protects the eyeball
19. a ceremony that is held after a person dies
21. a container in which a dead person is placed
for burying
22. the act of dying from lack of food

Down
2. surgical procedures meant to calm violent
people; a sharp instrument is forced into the brain
through the eye socket in order to cut some of the
nerve connections in the patient’s brain
3. felt very sad over someone who died
5. people who are forced to live in an asylum, a
prison, or some other kind of building
6. hospitals that take care of people who are
mentally ill
10. people who have served in the armed forces
13. left empty; no longer used
15. a sharp tool used for chipping away at chunks
of ice
17. holes dug in the ground where dead people
are buried 
20. one of the many fibers that sends messages
between a person’s brain and other parts of his or
her body



Across
23. pieces of cloth that are wrapped around
injured parts of a body


